SOUND
THAT
DEFIES THE
LAWS OF
SPACE

STYLOS

ON THE WALL

AGAINST THE WALL

he standard wall-mounting kit includes
brackets and a full-size poster of the
Stylos that clearly marks the placement of
the wall anchors (stud location is not necessart). A plumb alignment tool is integrated
into the poster to ensure accurate installation.

sing the optional base, the Stylos can
stand against the wall, yet remain moveable. This is ideal for apartment living
and allows easy repositioning as new demands
arise. The Stylos is also the perfect addition to
a home theatre system.

HE ESL PRINCIPLE

IN THE WALL
he Stylos can be built into a wall
requiring vertical space of approximately
5 feet and a width of 14 inches. The
designer scrim, which is included in the
optional installation package, can be painted
to match your decor.
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Our patented curved panel
is called an electrostatic loudspeaker (ESL). It creates music using a
membrane of polyester film, lighter than
the air it moves, housed between two
pieces of perforated metal. The perforated
conductive metal panels are called stators. The specially coated transparent
polyester film that holds a static electric
charge is called a diaphragm. Together
they create music.
Electrostatic technology holds a
significant advantage over conventional
woofers and tweeters. Whereas a woofer
is driven only at its center and a tweeter
only at its edges, Martin-Logan’s film
diaphragm is driven uniformly over its
entire surface. This produces an extremely
low-distortion, full-range speaker that’s
large enough to deliver deep bass yet light
enough to reproduce high frequencies.
The effect for the listener is the creation of a three-dimensional soundstage–
music with such depth, image and presence
that it’s more like a live performance than
a recording. Other speakers reproduce
music. A Martin-Logan electrostat
recreates the performance.

The discrete design and wide range of applications
make the Stylos easily adaptable to your home theatre.

ON-WALL INSTALLATION

SIDE-WALL
INSTALLATION

FREE-STANDING

BASIC SPEAKER

IN-WALL INSTALLATION

